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Quantum dot based parity-to-charge conversion is a promising method for reading out quantum information
encoded nonlocally into pairs of Majorana zero modes. To obtain a sizable parity-to-charge visibility, it is crucial
to tune the relative phase of the tunnel couplings between the dot and the Majorana modes appropriately.
However, in the presence of multiple quasidegenerate dot orbitals, it is in general not experimentally feasible
to tune all couplings individually. This paper shows that such configurations could make it difficult to avoid a
destructive multiorbital interference effect that substantially reduces the readout visibility. We analyze this effect
using a Lindblad quantum master equation. This exposes how the experimentally relevant system parameters
enhance or suppress the visibility when strong charging energy, measurement dissipation, and, most importantly,
multiorbital interference is accounted for. In particular, we find that an intermediate-time readout could mitigate
some of the interference-related visibility reductions affecting the stationary limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Topological superconductors hosting Majorana zero-
energy modes [1–9] provide a potential platform to realize
topologically protected states whose fermion parity can store
quantum information nonlocally [10]. The nonlocal nature of
Majorana modes makes them a good candidate for the de-
velopment of qubits that are resilient against local noise and
perturbations [11–15], and can be adopted as building blocks
for quantum memories and quantum information processing
architectures [16–24].

A crucial element in any quantum information applica-
tion based on Majorana modes is the ability to read out
the fermionic parity of a pair of Majoranas. Most of the
above cited proposals are based on hybrid semiconductor-
superconductor platforms, where the Majorana modes are
fixed to specific locations, such as, e.g., the ends of topo-
logical superconducting wires [1–4]. Among many suggested
readout methods [25–33], this allows for what we call
parity-to-charge conversion [19,23,26,30–32,34–36]: a read-
out protocol translating the nonlocal parity of a Majorana pair
into a local charge or current, via a suitable coupling to the
Majoranas.

A controlled way to perform parity-to-charge conversion is
through a quantum dot: A tunnel coupling between a dot and
Majorana pair breaks the energetic fermion-parity degeneracy
of the latter, and this in return leads to a parity-dependent
ground-state dot occupation. The use of tunnel-coupled quan-
tum dots is experimentally well established, and presents
many technological advantages. Quantum dots are experimen-
tally feasible in hybrid topological superconductor devices
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FIG. 1. The system of interest consists of a Majorana box
qubit, a tunnel-coupled multilevel dot, and a quantum point contact
(QPC) charge detector capacitively coupled to the dot. The qubit
is constituted by four Majoranas γi at the ends of two topological
superconducting wires (blue). The wires are bridged by an s-wave
superconductor (green) and a parallel magnetic field with Zeeman
energy Bx is applied. The Majoranas γ1,2 couple with strengths
λ1 j, λ2 j to multiple single-particle states j in a quantum dot (red)
with energies ε j . The relative coupling phases arg(λ2 j ) − arg(λ1 j )
can, collectively, be shifted via a tunable magnetic flux ∼Bz or-
thogonal to the dot-qubit plane. The dot and tetron are subject to
a strong local Coulomb interaction U restricting the dynamics to a
single charge hopping between the Majorana qubit and dot. The QPC
sensor is potential biased with �μ = μL − μR, and it has a density
of states ν in the constriction close to the dot. Here, the QPC charge
density weakly, capacitively couples to the dot charge with strength
Ecap, meaning g ∼ (Ecapν )2 � 1.
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[8,37–41] and their properties can typically be accurately
tuned through suitable voltage gates. Furthermore, many tech-
niques to measure their occupation have been successfully
applied, including readout via coupled electromagnetic res-
onators [42–50], metallic islands and sensor dots [51–57], or
quantum point contacts (QPCs) [58–62].

Such readout schemes, however, introduce additional chal-
lenges that must be tackled to obtain reliable measurements.
First, the tunneling-induced energy splitting influences not
only the ground state, but the entire dot-Majorana dynamics,
and in particular measurement-related decay and decoher-
ence. The result is, as shown below, that the actual parity
dependence of the dot occupation can deviate substantially
from the ground-state expectation. Second, the induced en-
ergy splitting depends on the interference, and hence the
relative phase between the dot-Majorana tunnel couplings
[23,30–32]. As long as only a single dot level is involved, a
tunable magnetic flux may provide a control knob to optimize
this phase. However, quantum dots in practice often exhibit
near-degenerate orbitals which could simultaneously couple
to the Majoranas. In such situations, multiple dot levels may
potentially interfere destructively with respect to the net in-
duced energy splitting, leading to a significant visibility loss.

This paper theoretically assesses the effect of multiple
quantum dot orbitals on the performance of a quantum
dot based parity-to-charge conversion scheme as sketched
in Fig. 1. Using a Lindblad-type quantum master equation
[63,64] based on the coherent approximation [65–68], we
study the parity dependence of the multiorbital dot occu-
pation in the presence of strong dot charging energy and
measurement-induced dissipation. More precisely, after estab-
lishing the theoretical model and method to describe quantum
dot based parity-to-charge conversion, Sec. II first reviews
the single-level dot case detailed in Refs. [31,32]. The main
differences connected to multiple orbitals are examined by
introducing a second dot level in Sec. III A, and finally by
extending the analysis to many levels in Sec. III C. Sec-
tion III B bridges the sections by providing typical estimates
for dot-level splittings and relative tunnel coupling phases,
given the example of two Majoranas overlapping with a two-
dimensional quantum well.

II. PARITY-TO-CHARGE CONVERSION

A. Model and readout principle

The system of interest is sketched in Fig. 1: The Majorana
box qubit, also known as a tetron [22,23], is formed by two
topological superconducting wires, each hosting a Majorana
mode γ at both ends. A topologically trivial s-wave supercon-
ductor bridges the two wires. The common superconducting
gap � is assumed to be large enough for the Majorana ex-
citations to be treated independently from the quasiparticle
continuum. The qubit states |n12n34〉 are encoded into the oc-
cupations n12 = f †

12 f12 and n34 = f †
34 f34 of the fermions f †

12 =
(γ1 − iγ2)/

√
2 and f †

34 = (γ3 − iγ4)/
√

2, where we adopt the
normalization convention {γi, γ j} = δi j . We define two logical
states as |0〉 = |n12 = 0, n34 = 0〉 with f12|0〉 = f34|0〉 = 0,
and |1〉 = |n12 = 1, n34 = 1〉 = f †

12 f †
34|0〉. Both are chosen to

lie in the even fermionic parity sector, assuming that the time

between parity flips due to, e.g., quasiparticle poisoning, is
long enough to reliably prepare such states.

The Majoranas γ1, γ2 are tunnel coupled to a quantum dot,
yielding the Hamiltonian

H =
M∑
j

ε jn j +
M∑
j

∑
i=1,2

γi[λi jd j − λ∗
i jd

†
j ]. (1)

The key difference from previous works [23,31,32,34,69]
is that here we do not assume the dot to be described by
a single electronic level. We instead consider a more re-
alistic multiorbital scenario with M dot states j entering
the dynamics. Each level couples to Majorana i = 1, 2 with
mutually different coupling constants λi j . A large charg-
ing energy in both the quantum dot and the floating tetron
limits the parity exchange to a single charge moving to or
from the dot. Thus, we consider the Hamiltonian (1) only
in the subspace of excess dot occupation N = ∑M

j n j � 1,

where the n j = d†
j d j are the individual occupations cre-

ated and annihilated by d†
j and d j . Any further level that

would lie below ε1 and above εM is assumed to be con-
stantly occupied or empty, and is hence not included in
Eq. (1). The remaining 2(M + 1) total even-parity many-
body basis states in the dynamics are |N = 0; n12 = n34 = 0〉
and {|N = 1; nj = 1; n12 = 1, n34 = 0〉} j with even subpar-
ity s = (−1)N+n12 = 1, and |N = 0; n12 = n34 = 1〉 as well
as {|N = 1; nj = 1; n12 = 0, n34 = 1〉} j with odd subparity
s = (−1)N+n12 = −1.

The tunnel coupling energetically splits the two other-
wise degenerate Majorana states corresponding to n12 =
0 and n12 = 1, and thereby enables the state readout.
This readout crucially relies on the fact that the tunnel-
ing conserves the subparity s = (−1)N+n12 . Initially prepared
qubit states |0〉 = |n12 = n34 = 0〉 and, respectively, |1〉 =
|n12 = n34 = 1〉, therefore evolve in mutually disconnected
subparity subspaces as long as the total fermionic parity is
constant: Given (−1)N+n12+n34 = 1, the initial state |0〉 stays in
the even sector s = 1, and |1〉 in the odd sector s = −1. Hence,
after calibration, measuring an s-dependent dot observable
allows one to infer the qubit state prepared prior to the onset
of the dot-Majorana coupling (see details in Refs. [31,32]).

The central point in this paper is that the s dependence
of the dot occupation is affected by how the tunnel cou-
plings λi j = |λi j |eiφi j differ between different orbitals j′ �= j.
For only a single orbital j, external electric fields would in
principle allow one to tune the couplings close to an opti-
mum of symmetric amplitudes [31], |λ2 j | = |λ1 j |. An external
magnetic flux ∼Bz perpendicular to the dot-tetron plane can
likewise be used to optimize the phase difference φ2 j − φ1 j .
However, if more dot orbitals j′ �= j become relevant, the ap-
plied fields only act collectively on the couplings. This implies
a potentially unavoidable orbital dependence in the overall
amplitudes, |λi j′ |, in the amplitude asymmetries with respect
to the Majoranas, ||λ2 j′ | − |λ1 j′ ||, and, most importantly, in
the relative phases φ2 j′ − φ1 j′ . Just as a reduction of the over-
all coupling amplitude, also Majorana-dependent amplitude
asymmetries reduce the interaction strength between dot or-
bitals and the Majoranas (see Ref. [31]). This agrees with the
well-known intuition that Majoranas can only interact in pairs
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with the outside world. In particular, it means that if one, e.g.,
increases the amplitude asymmetry of orbital j′ compared to
orbital j to ||λ2 j′ | − |λ1 j′ || 	 ||λ2 j | − |λ1 j ||, the influence of
j′ on the Majoranas reduces significantly compared to j.

Our study, however, focuses on the less straightforward
situation in which multiple dot orbitals couple similarly in
amplitude to both Majoranas, but asymmetrically in phase:

φ2 j − φ1 j �= φ2 j′ − φ1 j′ for j′ �= j. (2)

In such situations, the dot orbitals can interfere coherently in
their interaction with the Majoranas depending on the phase
asymmetry (2). Indeed, our key result shown below is that this
orbital-dependent interference can substantially reduce the
qubit-state visibility. To fully understand this, we, however,
first review parity-to-charge conversion in the ideal, single-
level case.

B. Ground-state readout in a single-level system

As a simple example, we consider the occupation number
n = d†d of a single, effectively spinless dot level with detun-
ing ε from zero energy, and with tunnel couplings

λ1 = λ > 0 and λ2 = λeiφ, (3)

determined by an equal strength λ, but a difference in phase
φ between Majorana 1 and 2. The general Hamiltonian (1) in
this case simplifies to

H → εn +
√

2λ

[
cos

(
φ

2
+ π

4

)
( f †

12d̃ − f12d̃†)

−i cos

(
φ

2
− π

4

)(
f †
12d̃† + f12d̃

)]
, (4)

with d̃ = ei(φ+π/2)/2d; the ε dependences of the correspond-
ing many-body spectra are plotted in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
The φ dependence of the even-subparity [s = (−1)N+n12 = 1]
pair creation and annihilation terms in the second line of
Eq. (4) is shifted by π/2 with respect to the odd-subparity
(s = −1) regular tunneling term in the first line. This implies
a complementary s dependence: For phases φ with a strong
dot-Majorana coupling in the s = +1 sector, the coupling in
the s = −1 sector is suppressed and vice versa. The energy
splitting

Es=± =
√

ε2 + 4λ2(1 + s sin φ) (5)

between the many-body ground and excited state of the
Hamiltonian (4) thus depends on subparity s, as clearly visible
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). This s dependence translates to an
s-dependent ground-state occupation nGS,s = 〈EGS,s|n|EGS,s〉,
and hence to a finite charge visibility

V = |〈n〉s=+ − 〈n〉s=−| (6)

in this ground state. The latter is plotted as a function of
detuning ε and coupling phase φ in Fig. 2(c). As intuitively
expected, phases φ ≈ π/2 and detunings ε ≈ 0 that maxi-
mize the relative s dependence of the splitting (5) also yield
maximal visibility [right at ε = 0 and φ = π/2, there is no
well-defined ground-state visibility due to the degeneracy for
s = −1; see Fig. 2(f) and the discussion below].

FIG. 2. (a), (b) ε-dependent two-body spectra of the Hamiltonian
(4) for (a) φ = π/4 and (b) φ = π/2. (c)–(f) Charge visibility of
a single dot level as a function of level detuning ε with respect to
the particle-hole symmetry point ε = 0 and tunnel coupling phase
φ [Eq. (3)]. (c) Visibility (6) in the s-dependent ground states of
Hamiltonian (4). (d)–(f) Visibility (11) with a coupled QPC sensor
for different potential biases �μ in the stationary limit and for a
large finite time, where g = 0.05, 
 = gλ, T = λ/5, and ωc = 20λ

[Eq. (10)]. In (f), the dot is initially empty, N (t = 0) = 0. Note
that phases π < φ � 2π are equivalent to phases 0 < φ � π with
s → −s.

Importantly, however, the dot-Majorana subsystem does
not generally assume the ground state when coupled to the
measurement device. References [31,32] show that when ac-
counting for a capacitively coupled charge sensor—such as a
sensor quantum dot or quantum point contact as sketched in
Fig. 1—the sensor becomes a dissipative environment for the
dot and causes decay to a stationary state generally different
from the ground state. Moreover, the initial state may be
metastable with respect to the measurement-induced decay,
and its theoretical lifetime could exceed the experimental
time limit set by other noise sources, such as quasiparticle
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poisoning. In this case, the ensemble-averaged charge visibil-
ity can be better estimated from states at finite time prior to
stationarity. To address these effects of time-dependent decay,
we calculate the visibility with a Markovian quantum master
equation for the reduced dot-qubit dynamics coupled to a
sensor.

C. Visibility in the presence of charge sensor

For concreteness, we choose a quantum point contact
(QPC) as the charge sensor that is weakly, capacitively cou-
pled to the dot, as sketched in Fig. 1. The corresponding total
Hamiltonian reads

Htot = H + Henv + Hcoup, Henv =
∑

�

ω�c†
�c�,

Hcoup = EcapNnQPC, nQPC =
∑
�,�′

ξ�,�′c†
�c�′ . (7)

The QPC is represented as an effectively noninteracting envi-
ronment Henv with single-particle eigenstates � of energy ω�

and corresponding creation and annihilation operators c†
�, c�.

The multi-index � refers to wave number, spin, an index
for the two terminals contacting at the QPC, and all further
discrete degrees of freedom. The term Hcoup approximates
the capacitive coupling between the charge density nQPC in
the sensor region close to the dot, and the excess dot charge
N . The internal wave-function overlaps ξ�,�′ between the two
sides of the QPC are scaled by the overall capacitive coupling
strength Ecap. We assume that within the relevant energy win-
dow, the product of the squared overlaps |ξ�,�|2 and density
of states ν in the QPC constriction is approximately energy
independent. As argued in Ref. [31], we may then simplify
ξ�,�′ → ξ and quantify the QPC-dot coupling strength by
the single parameter g = (ξEcapν)2. In this work, we are in-
terested in the weak-coupling regime, meaning g � 1. This
translates to either a capacitive coupling Ecap small compared
to the inverse density of states 1/ν, or a sufficiently low
transparency ξ .

In the presence of the QPC sensor, the dot and the
two coupled Majoranas become an open quantum system
whose dynamics are described by the reduced density oper-
ator ρ(t ) = Trenv[ρtot(t )]. Assuming internal relaxation in the
contacts to be much faster than the typical QPC-dot interac-
tion frequency ∼g, we obtain ρ(t ), ensemble averaged over
the environment states, from the Markovian quantum master
equation [63,64,70–73]

∂tρ(t ) = −i[H + �,ρ(t )] + Lρ(t )L† − 1
2 {L†L, ρ(t )}. (8)

The commutator [H + �,ρ(t )] generates the effective local
coherent dynamics of the dot and the two Majoranas, includ-
ing the Lamb shift � due to the coupled QPC. This Lamb
shift is detailed in Appendix A. There, we provide analyt-
ical expressions for �, and demonstrate that while mainly
causing an irrelevant collective dot-level shift for t → ∞, the
subparity-dependent Lamb shift does become quantitatively
relevant at intermediate times. The most important effect of
the QPC sensor on the subparity-dependent dynamics is, how-
ever, captured by the Lindbladian dissipator in the last two

summands of Eq. (8). The corresponding jump operator

L =
∑
η,η′

√
BQPC(Eη − Eη′ )〈η′|N |η〉 × |η′〉〈η| (9)

represents environment-induced transitions between the
different many-body eigenstates |η〉, |η′〉 of the local
Hamiltonian H weighted by their energies Eη, Eη′ . Compared
to the commonly used secular approximation [72,73], the
coherent approximation [65–68] used in Eq. (9) better de-
scribes the dissipative effect on local coherences, i.e., the
off-diagonal elements of ρ(t ) in the eigenbasis of H . This is
crucial, since such coherences become increasingly important
in the here relevant multilevel systems with small but finite
energy splittings. The key point of Eq. (9) offering this benefit
is that the jump operator itself—and not its associated rate
which here is normalized to one—includes the energy weights
via the QPC correlation function BQPC(ω) = ∫ ∞

−∞ dtB(t )eiωt .
This function derives from the density-density correlator
B(t ) ∼ 〈[nQPC(t ) − 〈nQPC(0)〉][nQPC(0) − 〈nQPC(0)〉]〉 in the
interaction picture, nQPC(t ) = eiHenvt nQPCe−iHenvt . For an initial
grand-canonical environment with different chemical poten-
tials for the two contacts, one obtains [31]

BQPC(ω) = 2Bth(ω) + Bth(ω + �μ) + Bth(ω − �μ)

2
,

Bth(ω) = g
π

2
ωe− |ω|

ωc

[
coth

( ω

2kBT

)
+ 1

]
, (10)

where T is the common temperature and �μ is the potential
difference between the two terminals at the QPC. In other
words, the sensor approximately behaves as two bosonic,
bilinearly coupled Ohmic thermal baths with an exponential
energy cutoff. The cutoff frequency ωc is determined by the
QPC bandwidth.

Given a single dot level as in Sec. II B, Figs. 2(d)–2(f) ex-
emplify how the QPC affects the visibility, i.e., the difference

V (t ) = | Tr [Nρ+(t )] − Tr [Nρ−(t )]| (11)

in dot occupation of the two subparity sectors when evolving
in time according to the master equation (8) from an
even-subparity (s = +) versus an odd-subparity (s = −)
initial state, ρ(0)± → ρ±(t ). As a function of detuning ε/λ

and coupling phase difference φ, we plot both the stationary
limit t → ∞ [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)] and the situation at a finite
time t [Fig. 2(f)]. The stationary visibility at low to moderate
potential bias �μ ∼ λ strongly resembles the ground-state
visibility for most phases and detunings. The enhancement
for phases φ ≈ π/2 and detunings ε/λ ≈ 0 in the ground
state is, however, spoiled as a result of finite environment
temperature and potential bias. Furthermore, the Lamb shift
� causes the zero-visibility line to slightly deviate from
the particle-hole symmetric point ε = 0 of the Hamiltonian
H . At larger bias �μ 	 λ, the visibility mostly disappears
in almost the entire parameter space. The reason for this
becomes clear when analytically solving the master equation
−i[H + �,ρ∞,s] + Lρ∞,sL† − 1

2 {L†L, ρ∞,s} = 0 for the sta-
tionary state ρ∞,s. With the effect of the Lamb shift � mostly
s independent, and hence negligible for t → ∞, the resulting
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stationary dot occupation n∞,s = Tr[Nρ∞,s] simplifies to

n∞,s = 1

2

(
1 − ε

Es

BQPC(Es) − BQPC(−Es)

BQPC(Es) + BQPC(−Es)

)
. (12)

For biases considerably larger than the energy splitting (5),
|�μ| > |Es| ∼ 3λ at moderate detuning ε ∼ λ, i.e., with both
system transition energies within the bias window, we obtain
BQPC(Es) − BQPC(−Es) → 0 and thus n∞,s → 1/2 indepen-
dently of subparity s. By providing enough energy for the
system to constantly switch between the ground and excited
state regardless of subparity, the QPC effectively prevents
itself from discriminating s. In a concrete experiment with
λ ∼ GHz, this would correspond to potential differences
�μ 	 10 μeV.

For the finite-time visibility in Fig. 2(f), we assume an
empty dot at the beginning of the readout, N (t = 0) = 0,
and choose t
 = tgλ = 100 much larger than the inverse of
the typical QPC coupling strength 
 = gλ. We hence ex-
pect near stationary visibilities for most system parameters.
Nevertheless, the chosen time may still be small compared
to typical quasiparticle poisoning times tQP in Majorana
systems [74–77], assuming, e.g., λ ∼ GHz, g = 0.05, and
tQP ∼ 10–100 μs.

According to Fig. 2(f), V at t
 = 100 has indeed con-
verged to its stationary value shown in Fig. 2(e) for most
parameters (ε, φ). There are, however, wedges along the
ε axis around φ = π/2 with strong deviations from station-
arity. The tunneling phases φ ≈ φ/2 not only maximize the
energy splitting (5), but also effectively decouple Majoranas
and dot for s = −1 [see Fig. 2(b)]:

H
φ=π/2→ εn +

√
2λ( f12d − f †

12d†). (13)

Phases φ ≈ 3π/2 would likewise decouple the system for
s = +1. In either case, the initially prepared state becomes
metastable in the corresponding subparity sector, and it pro-
vides a much larger visibility at intermediate times than in the
stationary limit. Note that this not only holds for an initially
empty dot, N (t = 0) = 0, but also for an initially filled dot,
N (t = 0) = 1. The only difference is that while N (0) = 0
enhances visibilities primarily for negative detunings ε < 0
favoring a filled dot in the stationary limit, N (0) = 1 would
result in larger-than-stationary visibilities mostly for ε > 0
eventually favoring an empty dot. The ε asymmetry observed
in Fig. 2(f) would accordingly be inverted.

Crucially, the above described metastability is a property
of the local Hamiltonian H , and hence does not critically
depend on the QPC sensor. The suggested large-yet-finite-
time measurements could therefore optimize parity-to-charge
readout. This holds in particular if the bias �μ is too large
for sizable stationary visibility, as in Fig. 2(f), or when noise
sources such as quasiparticle poisoning limit the measurement
time. We emphasize, however, that this interference effect
requires a challenging fine tuning of the couplings towards
symmetric amplitudes |λ1| ≈ |λ2| and phase φ ≈ π/2 with
low parameter noise [69], as well as a good control of the
initial dot state. The latter also involves gate operations faster
than the typical decay rate 
 = gλ, as ε needs to be varied
from some large initial detuning |ε| 	 λ that strongly favors
an empty or fully occupied dot level. Finally, the next section

shows that time-dependent readout is also more susceptible to
multiorbital effects.

III. MULTIORBITAL EFFECTS

Let us now turn to the main results of this paper: the
influence of multiple dot orbitals and, in particular, their in-
terference. Since most of the qualitatively new effects already
emerge by adding a second orbital to the single-level system
in Sec. II, we first focus on such a two-level dot. The analysis
is subsequently extended to more states.

A. Two-level dot

In the case of M = 2 dot states j = 1, 2 with levels ε1 =
ε − �ε/2, ε2 = ε + �ε/2, the subsystem Hamiltonian H
given in Eq. (1) contains altogether four tunnel couplings λi j .
As pointed out at the end of Sec. II A, we focus on multilevel
interference effects, and hence on couplings with equal ampli-
tudes |λi j | = λ but possibly different phases:

λ11 = λ12 = λ, λ21 = λeiφ, λ22 = λei(φ+�φ). (14)

The dot-state dependence �φ may have several physical
origins, including state-dependent spatial wavelengths and
spin-orbit coupling, as detailed in Sec. III C. Here, we simply
take �φ as an additional parameter.

In Figs. 3(a)–3(d), the visibility (11) of the two-level dot
in the presence of the QPC is shown as a function of ε and
�φ for the various stated parameter regimes, both in the
stationary limit [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] and at finite yet large
time [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The phase φ is in all cases set to the
above identified (Sec. II B) ideal visibility point φ = π/2.

First, we find a phase-dependent asymmetry with respect to
the point ε = 0 of zero average detuning, ε1 = −ε2. For both a
single dot level or two equally coupled levels without charging
energy, ε = 0 corresponds to the particle-hole symmetry point
at which the ground-state visibility disappears, ns=+ = ns=−.
However, next to the Lamb shift �, both an orbital-dependent
coupling phase �φ �= 0 and the here assumed large charging
energy for two or more levels break this particle-hole symme-
try. This not only moves the V = 0 crossing away from ε = 0;
depending on �φ, and in clear contrast to the single-level
case, it may also yield better visibility for detunings ε on one
side of the crossing versus the other.

As our main observation from Fig. 3 in the stationary
limit t → ∞, we note a substantially reduced visibility for
phase differences in a sizable interval around �φ = π at small
splitting �ε = λ/4. This is true when compared both to the
case �φ ≈ 0 and to the single-level dot results in Fig. 2.
The behavior is explained by the fact that for φ = π/2 and
�φ ≈ π , all the many-body energies relevant for the dynam-
ics are nearly independent of subparity s [see Fig. 3(e)]. For
the single-level dot case treated in Sec. II C, the dot-Majorana
level repulsion is the weaker for s = +1 the stronger it is
for s = −1 [Eq. (4)]. By contrast, for two levels, a phase
regime around �φ = π opens up in which one dot level
couples to the Majoranas mostly in the even s sector, and
the other dot level mostly in the odd s sector; together, this
cancels the effect on the net even-odd energy splitting. More
loosely speaking, �φ = π reverses the role of even and odd
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FIG. 3. (a)–(d) Charge visibility (11) with M = 2 dot levels as
a function of the orbital dependence �φ in the tunneling phase
[Eq. (14)], and of the average detuning ε = (ε1 + ε2)/2. (e), (f)
ε dependence of the three lowest many-body energies of H with
M = 2 [Eq. (1)]. In (c) and (d), we assume an initially empty
dot, N (t = 0) = 0. Parameters common to (a)–(d) are φ = π/2,
g = 0.05, T = λ/5, ωc = 20λ.

subparity for one of the two dot levels only, and thereby
prevents the system from distinguishing between s = +1 and
s = −1. For a larger splitting �ε = 2λ, this �φ dependence
becomes much weaker [Fig. 3(b)]. The dot-Majorana coupling
differs too much between the levels in this case, and the
even-odd quasidegeneracy in the spectrum disappears [see
Fig. 3(f)]. An analogous effect is expected if the tunneling
amplitudes |λi j | would differ sizably between the two dot
levels j = 1, 2.

At intermediate time t
 = 100 [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)] with
an initially empty dot, N (t = 0) = 0, the strong metastable
visibility enhancement of a single-level dot around φ =
π/2 [Fig. 2(f)] mostly disappears for �φ deviating from
0, 2π , independently of the splitting �ε. Large visibilities
indeed demand a near perfect suppression of even- or odd-
subparity dynamics [Eq. (13)] for both dot levels separately,
thus requiring �φ ∼ 0. However, �φ is not expected to be
precisely tunable in practice, as it depends on the dot orbital
details. Yet, even so, the intermediate-time readout offers a

FIG. 4. (a) Visibility (11) in the stationary limit t → ∞ for M =
2 dot levels as a function of level splitting �ε = ε2 − ε1 and relative
tunneling phase �φ [Eq. (14)], given a constant average detuning
ε = (ε1 + ε2)/2 = 2λ and reference phase φ = π/2. (b) Visibility as
a function of time t
 = tgλ and �φ for an initially empty dot, N (t =
0) = 0, a detuning ε = 4λ, and a reference phase φ = 1.05π/2
deviating from the optimal case. (c), (d) Stationary visibility with
constant splitting �ε = λ/4 for two different �φ, plotted as a func-
tion of φ and ε at moderate bias �μ = 2λ. Parameters common to
all panels are g = 0.05, T = λ/5, ωc = 20λ.

finite (ε,�φ) regime with higher than stationary visibilities,
especially at larger bias �μ = 10λ (see also Appendix B).

To better estimate how much interference-related visibility
loss may in practice occur for a given setup, it is crucial
to know how small the dot-level splitting �ε can be be-
fore the effect kicks in. Figure 4(a) therefore displays the
stationary visibility V as a function of �ε and �φ, fixing
an optimal reference phase φ = π/2 and a detuning ε = 4λ

with a sizable stationary visibility around �φ = 0 [Fig. 3(a)].
The plot clearly shows a considerable reduction for splittings
�ε � λ in a finite range 3π/4 < �φ < 5π/4. For example,
the visibility for splittings �ε ≈ λ/2 is already nearly as sup-
pressed as for �ε = λ/4. Hence, to avoid interference-related
visibility loss, a stationary readout should be performed in a
dot-energy range with splittings �ε at least larger than the
tunnel coupling λ.

With metastable, intermediate-time visibilities predicted
to exceed V (t → ∞) at φ = π/2 even for two interfering
dot levels [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), and Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) in
Appendix B], it is interesting to see how long this metastabil-
ity lasts with small, possibly noise-related, deviations from the
optimal reference phase φ = π/2 and Majorana-symmetric
amplitudes |λ2 j | = |λ1 j |. We analyze this by setting φ =
1.05π/2, which, roughly extrapolated from Eq. (4) and in
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agreement with numerical checks, would be similar to a situ-
ation with amplitude asymmetry |λ2 j | ≈ 0.95|λ1 j | at optimal
phase φ = π/2. We plot the resulting visibility V (t,�φ) in
Fig. 4(b) with small constant splitting �ε = λ/4, large bias
�μ = 10λ, and detuning ε = 4λ. After a decay from an ini-
tially empty dot during times t
 = tgλ � 10, we find a finite
visibility plateau up to t
 ∼ 2000; strong enhancements at
a nearly optimal relative phase �φ → 0 are observed until
t
 ∼ 200. These times would correspond to t ∼ 5 μs and,
respectively, t ∼ 0.5 μs for the example of λ ∼ 10 μeV ∼
2 GHz and g = 0.05. While a temporal resolution t � μs may
be challenging, we expect time spans well above 1 μs to be
within experimentally achievable limits. Despite the practical
challenges, this suggests intermediate-time readout as pro-
posed in Sec. II C as a viable option if the dot-Majorana tunnel
couplings can be tuned sufficiently well, even if multilevel
effects enter. Strong visibility enhancements as in the optimal
single-level case are unlikely to be observable, but the charge
visibility at optimal φ is expected to be as large as or even
much larger than in stationary readout, especially at larger
biases �μ 	 λ.

Finally, it is of practical interest whether the stationary
visibility loss for small splittings �ε < λ and relative phases
�φ ≈ π can be mitigated by retuning the reference phase
away from φ = π/2 via an out-of-plane flux. Figures 4(c)
and 4(d) examine this by comparing the (ε, φ)-dependent
stationary visibility at �φ = π to the one at �φ = π/3. It
confirms that the choice φ = π/2 is indeed close to the op-
timum. Thus, at small splittings, the visibility loss due to a
constant relative tunneling phase �φ ≈ π cannot be simply
mitigated by retuning φ via, e.g., adjusting the magnetic flux.
Conversely, for �φ = π/3, near optimal visibility does not
critically depend on φ in a sizable range.

B. Physical origin of state-dependent coupling phase

In the following, we investigate in a more realistic model
the state-dependent coupling phases �φ and splittings �ε.
By better understanding how these parameters are physically
determined in a concrete system, we aim to find out how likely
is the above described, detrimental condition �φ ≈ π with
level spacings �ε < λ.

It is intuitively clear from the well-known particle-in-a-
box problem that reducing the lateral dimensions of the dot
increases the typical level splitting �ε. For, e.g., λ ∼ GHz
as suggested above, practically achievable lateral dimensions
�100 nm would in most cases guarantee �ε > λ at reason-
able fillings. However, this straightforward approach to avoid
spacings �ε < λ may not always be preferable in experiment.
Already the box qubit setup studied in this work requires
a sufficient distance between the superconducting wires for
the Majoranas to not hybridize directly with each other (see
Fig. 1). The dot thus needs to be similarly long in order
to couple to both wires with a sizable amplitude. Moreover,
one large dot with tunable couplings to selectively read out
several separate Majorana pairs may result in lower device
complexity compared to several smaller readout dots for each
individual Majorana pair. It is thus experimentally relevant
to also consider dot sizes in which splittings �ε < λ ∼ GHz
cannot be ruled out beforehand.

FIG. 5. (a) A 2D quantum well (central rectangle) with lateral di-
mensions Ly = 2Lx = 800 nm coupling to Majorana modes, marked
by crosses at the end of two topological nanowires (blue). The
color scale shows the potential landscape V (x, y) of the well up to
Vmax = π 2/[2m∗(10l )2], corresponding to a wavelength at the lower
end of what can be resolved reliably with a grid spacing l . To
mimic an infinitely high potential wall and avoid numerical issues,
points at V (x, y) = Vmax are entirely excluded from the dynamics
(see Appendix C). (b)–(e) Relative phase shifts �φ [Eq. (18)] and
energy splittings �ε [Eq. (17)] between two neighboring states
j − 1, j (�ε > 12λ not shown for better readability). The samples
are ordered according to energy ε relative to the ground level εGS.
The scale �εmax = ε141 − εGS is the difference between the ground
state and highest energy of the first 141 levels. The typically ex-
pected tunneling amplitude is set to λ = 10 μeV ≈ 2.4 GHz. Rashba
spin-orbit coupling α = 20 meV nm, �-factor �L = 14, and effective
mass m∗ = 0.026me in the quantum well are consistent with bulk
InAs, and a strong Zeeman field Bx = 1000λ along the x direction is
included next to a flux � ∼ Bz in the z direction perpendicular to the
dot-Majorana plane. We discretize the quantum well onto 230 × 460
grid points.

More specifically, we study phase differences and level
splittings for the dot-Majorana model system sketched in
Fig. 5(a). The two-dimensional dot wave functions � j (x)
and their energies ε j are obtained by modeling the dot as an
approximately rectangular potential well with a flat potential
in the bulk and slightly irregular boundary [see the large
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rectangle in Fig. 5(a)]. Here, we focus on asymmetric
potential landscape dimensions Ly = 2Lx = 800 nm repre-
senting large elongated islands stretching between the ends
of two parallel wires (blue rectangles) (see also Fig. 1).
The corresponding Schrödinger equation is dicretized onto a
two-dimensional (2D) nearest-neighbor-hopping system with
discretization length l , as detailed in Appendix C. We partly
diagonalize this system with the Lanczos method, limited
to kinetic energies equivalent to wavelengths an order of
magnitude larger than the discretization length. The effec-
tive mass m∗ = 0.026me in terms of free electron mass me,
�-factor �L = 14, and the spin-orbit coupling strength α =
20 meV nm are set to typically measured values in bulk
InAs systems [78–82]. Furthermore, next to the large, spin-
polarizing Zeeman energy field Bx parallel to the nanowires,
a perpendicular magnetic flux � = 2meLyLxBz/�L interacts
both with the spin and orbital degrees of freedom of the
dot electrons. The effect of Coulomb repulsion is simpli-
fied as an occupation-dependent energy shift that leaves the
single-particle states invariant. This commonly used constant
interaction approximation thus qualitatively shows how the
wave number, spin-orbit coupling, and the externally tunable
flux affect the energies ε j , nearest-neighbor splittings �ε j =
ε j − ε j−1, and wave functions � j (x) for the low-lying dot
orbitals j.

The tunnel coupling phases between the dot states and
the Majoranas γ1,2 are then extracted from the wave-function
overlaps at the dot-Majorana boundaries. We assume that
the strong Zeeman field Bx along the topological wires spin-
polarizes the γ1,2 into the negative x direction at the wire
ends. The corresponding wave functions are then simplified as
exponential tails in the dot-tetron plane, with the decay length
dM extending into the tunnel barriers at the boundaries of the
quantum dot potential. The electronlike component reads

γi(x) ≡ K

(
1

−1

)
e−|x−xi|/dM . (15)

The positions xi are the reference positions at the dot boundary
corners, marked by the crosses in Fig. 5(a), at which the cor-
responding Majorana wave functions γi assume the reference
value K . The spin in Eq. (15) is represented in the spin-z
eigenbasis. Finally, with both dot and Majorana wave func-
tions at hand, we estimate the tunneling phases (2) between
Majorana γ2 and γ1 by

φ2 j − φ1 j = arg

[∑
x

γ2(x)� j (x)

]
− arg

[∑
x

γ1(x)� j (x)

]
.

(16)

The sum
∑

x over all discrete dot lattice sites approximates
the overlap integral.

Using the above described diagonalization procedure and
Eq. (16), we can calculate the nearest-neighbor splittings and
relative phase shifts,

�ε j = ε j − ε j−1, (17)

�φ j = (φ2 j − φ1 j ) − (φ2 j−1 − φ1 j−1). (18)

Note that our approach does not provide the absolute tunnel-
ing amplitudes |λi j | for each individual Majorana i and dot
level j: Unlike the relative phases (18), these also depend
on the Majorana wave-function amplitude ∼K which cannot
be obtained from our simplified model. Rather, we fix the
tunneling frequencies to typically expected or desired values
in experiments, |λi j | ∼ λ = 10 μeV ∼ 2 GHz, and use λ as
the reference energy scale for a better comparison to the low-
energy model (1). With this assumption, the splittings (17)
and relative phases (18) are shown in Figs. 5(b)–5(e) as a
function of energy difference ε − εGS between the lower level
ε j−1 of each splitting and the ground-state energy εGS. We
consider different combinations of Majorana decay lengths dL

and perpendicular magnetic flux �. At small flux � = �0/40
and decay length dM = 0.025Ly, the phase differences are
bimodally distributed around �φ = 0 (modulo 2π ) and �φ =
π at low energy ε � εGS [see Fig. 5(b)]. This reflects the typ-
ical particle-in-a-box behavior in which wave functions with
subsequent wave numbers have opposite relative signs close
to the boundary. For larger energies and hence larger wave
numbers, the phase distribution spreads out due to a stronger
spin-orbit coupling and stronger coupling to the perpendicular
flux. At � = �0/4 considered in Fig. 5(c), the phase spread
therefore also becomes sizable at lower energies. When in-
creasing the decay length dM as in Fig. 5(d), the distribution
further broadens as the overlaps (16) become more susceptible
to lower-frequency spatial variations.

As shown by the histogram in Fig. 9 of Appendix C,
the distribution of the energy splittings �ε in Fig. 5(e) dis-
plays two main peaks at low energy. The first is located
around �ε ≈ 40 μeV ∼ 4λ, the second at �ε ≈ 100 μeV ∼
10λ. We interpret the former as the result of the random
confining potential, and the latter as the result of the sys-
tematic features of a regular rectangular quantum dot with
spin-orbit coupling. In particular, the splitting distribution can
be roughly approximated by the overlap of a Wigner surmise
obtained from a random Gaussian unitary ensemble [83–85]
∼(�ε/〈�ε〉)2e− 4

π
(�ε/〈�ε〉)2

with average 〈�ε〉 ≈ 45 μeV and
the additional peak located at 10λ (comparable with πα/Ly),
which shifts the overall average spacing at 〈�ε〉 ≈ 70 μeV .

This implies that, due to the random potential energy level
repulsion, small �ε � λ are not encountered as regularly as
in a clean symmetric system with similar dimensions and
effective mass. Nevertheless, Fig. 5(e) still exhibits a finite
number of �ε � 10 μeV ∼ λ across the entire energy range,
including low filling numbers close to ε = εGS. Furthermore,
we point out that λ = 10 μeV is only a typical estimate of
the tunnel coupling strength; hence, the splitting distribution
could shift to even smaller ratios �ε/λ, depending on the
details of the tunnel barriers.

As pointed out in Sec. III A, splittings �ε below the tun-
nel coupling λ could cause relevant visibility reductions in
parity-to-charge conversion. Combining the above findings,
we conclude that, in general, this visibility loss cannot be
ruled out beforehand in experiments relying on large quan-
tum dots or islands. For the parameters chosen here, the
condition �φ ≈ π is regularly encountered at low dot oc-
cupations. More than one subsequent splitting �ε < λ, i.e.,
the case M > 2 in Eq. (1), seems rare in dots or islands with
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irregular spatial features, suggesting that the visibility loss can
be mitigated by bringing a different dot state in resonance with
the Majoranas. However, the possibility of having to do so
needs to be accounted for, and the situation becomes more
difficult with larger coupling λ, or with a larger dot size or
effective mass at constant coupling. Also, the splittings might
be distributed within a narrower range in more symmetric
systems, so that a simple gate voltage shift may no longer
suffice. In Sec. III C, we therefore also estimate the potential
effect of multilevel interference in such cases, including more
than two dot levels with splittings �ε � λ.

C. Average visibility in a many-state dot

Let us finish by comparing the stationary visibility in the
case of M = 2 dot orbitals j to the case M = 8. To be less spe-
cific to the concrete parameters, we analyze sample averages
〈|V (t → ∞)|〉�ε,�φ over splittings �ε and orbital-dependent
relative phases �φ.

More precisely, we take the local Hamiltonian H [Eq. (1)]
and the energy-dependent jump operator L [Eq. (9)] with

ε̂1 = ε, ε̂ j>1 = ε̂ j−1 + �ε + δ̂ε, (19)

and tunnel couplings

λ1 j = λ, λ2 j = λeiφ̂ j , (20)

with random phases

φ̂ j=1 = φ, φ̂ j>1 = φ̂ j−1 + �̂φ + δ̂φ. (21)

By inserting Eq. (19) into (17), each level splitting is therefore
given by a constant deterministic splitting �ε plus a random
level spread δ̂ε. We approximate δ̂ε as uniformly distributed
in the interval [−δε, δε] with 0 � 2δε < �ε. This forces
a nonzero minimum splitting, assuming that the systems is
subject to some form of level repulsion that prohibits per-
fect degeneracy. The corresponding phase shifts �φ j defined
in Eq. (18) consist, according to Eq. (21), of two random
contributions. Sampled from {0, π}, �̂φ reflects the bimodal
phase distribution observed in Fig. 5(b). The term δ̂φ adds a
Gaussian spread around these phase differences with mean 0
and standard deviation σ = δφ.

Between the second and first level, we fix the binary phase
contribution �̂φ2 to the same constant value in each random
sample of H . This highlights how additional levels M > 2
affect both the worst case scenario �̂φ2 = π , and the optimal
case in which the system can be tuned to �̂φ2 = 0. The left
and right panels in Fig. 6 show, respectively, the sample-
averaged visibility for M = 2 and M = 8 as a function of
reference phase φ and lowest level ε for S = 100 samples.
The result for M = 2 in the optimal case �̂φ2 = 0 in Fig. 6(a)
is essentially an averaged version of Fig. 4(d): Peak visibilities
exceed 1/4 around φ = π/2 for levels around ε = 0, with
a slightly larger visibility for ε < 0 compared to ε > 0. In-
creasing to M = 8 levels, Fig. 6(b) exhibits a more smeared
out function with both a small loss in peak average visibility
and a more pronounced level asymmetry around ε = 0. The
worst case �̂φ2 = π for M = 2 levels plotted in Fig. 6(c) is
similar to the situation Fig. 4(c). Hence, for only a small phase
spread δφ = π/8 around �φ = π and splittings distributed
below �ε = λ, the visibility remains strongly suppressed. For

FIG. 6. The (ε, φ) dependence of the visibility (11) in the sta-
tionary limit t → ∞, averaged over S = 100 samples with (a),
(c) M = 2 and (b), (d) M = 8 dot levels j. Random splittings
�̂ε j and coupling phase differences �̂φ j are chosen according to
Eqs. (19)–(21) and the description thereafter. Parameters are �ε =
λ/2, δε = λ/4, δφ = π/8, g = 0.05, T = λ/5, �μ = 2λ, ωc = 20λ.

M = 8 levels, Fig. 6(c) shows a more pronounced asymmetry
around ε ≈ 0 that moderately improves the peak average vis-
ibility over M = 2.

On average, the interference of many levels seems to have
an additional smoothing effect on the visibilities, i.e., peaks
shrink but strongly suppressed visibilities are also partly re-
stored, in particular for the lowest level around ε = 0. The
latter is to a considerable degree a result of stronger ε asym-
metry. The crucial point is, on an intuitive level, that while
ten levels give rise to five times more possibilities of singly
occupying the dot than two levels, each case still has only one
many-body state with an empty dot in each subparity sector.
Any s dependence in the dot-Majorana coupling, and hence
the even-odd visibility therefore tends to be amplified for
ε < 0 with a predominantly occupied dot compared to ε > 0
with a preferably empty dot.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have theoretically analyzed how the parity-to-charge
conversion of a Majorana box qubit with a quantum dot and
a QPC charge sensor is affected by the interference of mul-
tiple dot levels. We find that if two single-particle dot states
couple with comparable strength but a roughly π -shifted rel-
ative phase to the Majorana modes, the net visibility gets
significantly reduced for dot-level splittings smaller than the
tunnel coupling strength. These π shifts can often occur in
dots at low charge filling and, in general, cannot be simply
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avoided by an appropriate external magnetic flux. The
resulting visibility loss may therefore become relevant in, e.g.,
large dots with typical splittings �ε � 10 μeV and tunnel-
ing frequencies tuned towards λ ∼ GHz. However, we show
that by performing an intermediate-time readout protocol,
the interference-related visibility loss can partly be mitigated.
Such a protocol presents the additional advantage of yield-
ing much less reduced visibilities for QPC bias potentials
exceeding the induced qubit splitting. Finally, multilevel inter-
ference is predicted to average out in realistic systems when
more than two dot orbitals couple with similar strength, thus
mitigating further the visibility loss which characterizes the
analogous two-level case with a π shift of the tunneling phase.
With larger dots or Coulomb islands being common build-
ing blocks in the here addressed type of devices, our results
highlight important limitations and mitigation strategies for
future experiments on quantum dot based parity-to-charge
conversion.
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APPENDIX A: LAMB SHIFT

The Lamb shift � affecting the local coherent dynamics in
the quantum master equation (8) is obtained from Ref. [67],

� =
∑
η,η′,η̃

f (Eη − Eη̃, Eη̃ − Eη′ )〈η|N |η̃〉〈η̃|N |η′〉 × |η〉〈η′|,

f (E , E ′) = P
∫ ∞

−∞
dω

−√
BQPC(ω + E )

√
BQPC(ω − E ′)

2πω
,

(A1)

where |η〉 and Eη are the many-body eigenstates and corre-
sponding energies of the Hamiltonian (1), BQPC(ω) is the QPC
spectral function (10), and P indicates the Cauchy principal
value. In the low-temperature limit, Ref. [31] has reduced the
integral f (E , E ′) to a combination of exponential integrals
Ei(x) = ∫ x

−∞ dx′ex′
/x′ in the special case of only a single

dot level, M = 1. The corresponding analysis has shown that
for a spectral cutoff frequency ωc [Eq. (10)] larger than the
tunneling-induced qubit splitting and the QPC potential bias,
ωc 	 λ,�μ, the Lamb shift � reduces to a subparity (s)-
independent shift of the dot level ε. For the here relevant
multilevel case M > 1, we compute the integral f (E , E ′) nu-
merically over the frequency intervals [−�ω, 0) and (0,�ω]

FIG. 7. Deviation of visibility with a Lamb shift V (ε) to level-
shifted visibility without a Lamb shift Ṽ (ε) = V (ε − λ/2, � = 0),
as a function of average detuning ε = (ε1 + ε2)/2 and relative tun-
neling phase �φ [Eq. (14)] for M = 2 levels. Parameters and the
initial dot state are the same as in Figs. 3(a)–3(d).

using Simpson’s 1/3 rule:

f (E , E ′) ≈ − 1

6π

Nω odd∑
nω=1

c(nω )

nω

f̃

(
nω

Nω

�ω, E , E ′
)

,

f̃ (ω, E , E ′) = √
BQPC(ω + E )

√
BQPC(ω − E ′)

− √
BQPC(−ω + E )

√
BQPC(−ω − E ′),

c(nω ) =
{

1, nω = 1, Nω,

4 − 2(nω mod 2), 1 < nω < Nω.
(A2)

The integration boundary �ω = 10ωc used for all plots in
this paper is large enough for the spectral function BQPC(ω) ∼
e−|ω|/ωc [Eq. (10)] to have decayed. The number of integration
points Nω = 201 chosen in each case is found to yield accept-
able convergence. In generating the data for Fig. 6, we avoid
prohibitive numerical costs by precalculating f (E , E ′) ac-
cording to Eq. (A2) on a discrete (E , E ′) lattice with sufficient
resolution and energy range. The evaluation of Eq. (A1) then
samples f (E , E ′) from this lattice with bilinear interpolation.

As an example of how the Lamb shift affects the visibility,
Fig. 7 compares V in the case of M = 2 dot levels and a
finite � to the visibility with the Lamb shift set to � = 0.
In the stationary limit, one finds that V (ε − λ/2,� = 0), i.e.,
evaluated at the slightly shifted detuning ε − λ/2, indeed
closely matches V (ε), just as in the case M = 1 studied in
Ref. [31]. However, in the correctly Lamb-shifted visibility
V (ε) at the intermediate time t
 = 100 and optimal reference
phase φ = π/2, the mere ε shift is accompanied by a larger
�φ range around �φ = 0, 2π with enhanced metastable
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FIG. 8. Charge visibility (11) as a function of relative tunnel-
ing phase �φ [Eq. (14)] and average detuning ε = (ε1 + ε2)/2 of
M = 2 dot levels, with biases �μ complementary to those chosen
in Figs. 3(a)–3(d). In (c) and (d), we assume N (t = 0) = 0. In all
panels, we set φ = π/2, g = 0.05, T = λ/5, ωc = 20λ.

visibility; the interval around �φ = π with suppressed visi-
bility is likewise increased in V (ε) compared to Ṽ (ε). Hence,
while not affecting the visibility qualitatively, the quantitative
effect of the Lamb shift is not negligible in the intermediate-
time, metastable regime. It is therefore fully accounted for in
our calculations.

APPENDIX B: FURTHER RESULTS
FOR M = 2 DOT LEVELS

In this short Appendix, we provide further results to
complement Fig. 3 for the case of M = 2 dot levels.
More specifically, Fig. 8 shows the (ε,�φ) dependence
of the stationary visibility at a larger bias �μ = 10λ, and
the intermediate-time visibility at a smaller bias �μ = 2λ.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) confirm the bias-related stationary vis-
ibility loss already observed in Fig. 2(c) for the single-level
case (M = 1) at �μ = 10λ. Compared to the intermediate-
time results from Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) at �μ = 10λ, the
results for �μ = 2λ in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) exhibit no-
tably smaller (ε,�φ) regimes with moderate metastable
visibility enhancements (green areas). This suggests that for
an intermediate-time readout, larger biases may in fact be
preferable.

APPENDIX C: QUANTUM DOT HAMILTONIAN

This Appendix details how the two-dimensional quantum
well discussed in Sec. III C and shown in Fig. 5(a) is mod-
eled. The continuous form of the considered single-particle

Hamiltonian confined to the potential landscape in the x, y
plane reads (|e| = h̄ = 1)

Hdot = [i∂x − Ax(x, y)]2 + [i∂y − Ay(x, y)]2

2m∗ + V (x, y)

+ 1
2
�B · �σ + α[σx(−i∂y) − σy(−i∂x )]. (C1)

The first line contains the kinetic term in the presence of a
magnetic field and the confining potential V (x, y). We in-
cluded a magnetic field ∼Bx parallel to the potential well
plane along the x axis, and a field ∼Bz perpendicular to the
plane in the z direction. The corresponding vector potential
is gauged to �A = me

�L
(−Bzy, Bzx, 2Bxy), noting that Bx,z are

are Zeeman energies that yield the corresponding magnetic
fields when divided by the Bohr magneton 1/(2me) and the
�-factor �L. The potential energy landscape V (x, y) is defined
in Fig. 5(a) of the main text. The second line in Eq. (C1)
adds the spin-Zeeman energy �B · �σ = Bxσx + Bzσz and the
Rashba spin-orbit coupling α(�σ × �p)z. The latter equals the
z component of the cross product between the Pauli vector
�σ = (σx, σy, σz )T and momentum vector �p = −i(∂x, ∂y, ∂z )T .

To diagonalize the Hamiltonian (C1), we discretize it onto
a rectangular lattice with discretization length l . The local
basis states |�σ

x,y〉 are substituted by |�σ
nx,ny

〉, signifying an
electron with spin-z projection σ =↑↓≡ ±1 occupying the
lattice site at (x, y) = l (nx, ny) with nx, ny ∈ N0. Derivatives
of |�σ

x,y〉 with respect to x, y become finite differences,

∂x

∣∣�σ
x,y

〉 →
∣∣�σ

nx+1,ny

〉 − ∣∣�σ
nx−1,ny

〉
2l

,

∂y

∣∣�σ
x,y

〉 →
∣∣�σ

nx,ny+1

〉 − ∣∣�σ
nx,ny−1

〉
2l

,

(C2)

∂2
x

∣∣�σ
x,y

〉 →
∣∣�σ

nx+1,ny

〉 + ∣∣�σ
nx−1,ny

〉 − 2
∣∣�σ

nx,ny

〉
l2

,

∂2
y

∣∣�σ
x,y

〉 →
∣∣�σ

nx,ny+1

〉 + ∣∣�σ
nx,ny−1

〉 − 2
∣∣�σ

nx,ny

〉
l2

.

To discretize the potential V (x, y) in (C1) to Vnx,ny =
V (lnx, lny), we bilinearly interpolate the 200 × 400 pixel
source image shown in Fig. 5(a) of the main text along the x
and y direction. Altogether, this maps (C1) to the tight-binding
Hamiltonian

Htb =
∑
nx,ny

σ=±

Hσ, �B
nx,ny

, (C3)

with

Hσ, �B
nx,ny

= εσ,Bz
nx,ny

∣∣�σ
nx,ny

〉 〈
�σ

nx,ny

∣∣ + Bx

2

∣∣�σ
nx,ny

〉 〈
�−σ

nx,ny

∣∣
− [

τBz
ny

∣∣�σ
nx,ny

〉 〈
�σ

nx+1,ny

∣∣
+ τBz

nx

∣∣�σ
nx,ny

〉 〈
�σ

nx,ny+1

∣∣ + H.c.
]

(C4)

− J
[
σ
∣∣�σ

nx,ny

〉 〈
�−σ

nx+1,ny

∣∣
− i

∣∣�σ
nx,ny

〉 〈
�−σ

nx,ny+1

∣∣ + H.c.
]
.
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FIG. 9. Histogram of the splittings displayed in Fig. 5(e). We
divide the distribution into 20 bins from �ε = 0 to �ε = 25λ

and normalize to the bin with the largest number of samples
Pmax. The blue and green curve show Gaussian unitary ensembles
(GUEs) P(�ε) ∼ (�ε/〈�ε〉)2e− 4

π (�ε/〈�ε〉)2
with averages 〈�ε〉GUE,

normalized to their respective maximum values Pmax at �ε =√
π〈�ε〉GUE/2.

This includes

εσ,Bz
nx,ny

= 4τ + Vnx,ny + Bzσ

2
+ τ

(
me

m∗
Bz

2�Lτ

)2(
n2

x + n2
y

)
,

τBz
nx

= τ − i
me

m∗
Bznx

2�L
, τBz

ny
= τ + i

me

m∗
Bzny

2�L
. (C5)

The on-site energy ε
σ,Bz
nx,ny consists of a kinetic con-

tribution 4τ given by the hopping amplitude τ =
1/(2m∗l2), the potential energy Vnx,ny = V (lnx, lny),
the spin-z Zeeman energy Bzσ , and the diamagnetic
term (A2

x + A2
y )/(2m∗). The spin-conserving hopping

amplitudes τ
Bz
nx and τ

Bz
ny acquire a Peierls phase due to

the perpendicular magnetic flux ∼Bz. The spin-orbit-
coupling-induced spin-flip hopping amplitude is given by
J = α/(2l ).

To obtain the approximate energies ε j and eigenstates |ε j〉
of the dot Hamiltonian (C1), we encode (C4) as a sparse
matrix that we partially diagonalize with the Lanczos method
described in Ref. [86]. More precisely, we only consider en-
ergy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (C4) up to kinetic energies
0 < Ekin = 〈ε j |Hτb(J, �B,Vnx,ny = 0)|ε j〉 � τ/50, i.e., consis-
tent with wavelengths ∼(10/

√
2)l , more than five times larger

than the discretization length. The distribution of nearest-
neighbor splittings �ε j = ε j − ε j−1 in this subspace is shown
in Fig. 5(e) as a function of base level ε j−1, and histogrammed
in Fig. 9. The latter shows that for splittings up to �ε � 5λ,
the distribution roughly follows a Wigner surmise obtained
from a Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) with an average
〈�ε〉 ≈ 4.5λ (cf. the green curve in Fig. 9). However, a second
peak around �ε ≈ 10λ shifts the average towards 〈�ε〉 ≈
6.97λ. This clearly deviates from a Wigner surmise with an
equal average (see the blue curve in Fig. 9). Nevertheless, a
clear energy level repulsion appears in the system.
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